
SCAPA Literary Arts Scoring Rubric #________ 

 Below Average (1) Average (2) Above Average (3)  Advanced (4)  

TIMED ACTIVITIES     

Fluency 
 

Few significant ideas Several ideas, but not 
significant ones 

Many ideas, either 
significant or meaningful  

Stream of significant ideas 
unusual for development level 

Flexibility  
 

Few, if any different, 
categories 

Two or three categories  Several categories but 
ideas seem to be focused 

on a few 

Shifts categories often and with 
ease, flexible and creative 

Elaboration  
 

Little depth; few, if any, 
details 

Several details, but lack 
depth 

Includes many details that 
add depth and complexity 

Vivid imagery, complex details, 
unusual for developmental level 

ON DEMAND WRITING     

Originality  
 

Little evidence of originality 
or creativity 

Some evidence of 
originality and/or 

creativity.  

Unexpected approach, 
original ideas, more 

creativity 

Distinct approach, sophisticated 
ideas, completely original & 

unique 

Risk Taking  
 

Little or no evidence of risk 
taking or flexibility in 

perspective  

Some evidence of risk 
taking or flexibility in 

perspective 

spontaneous, flexible, lots 
of risk taking & flexibility  

Adventurous; relishes 
experimentation; independent 

Voice/Style  
 

Voice/style is verbally below 
same-aged peers 

Voice/style is verbally 
representative of peers 

Voice/style is verbally 
above same-aged peers 

Voice and writing style are 
advanced and sophisticated.  

PORTFOLIO     

Audience 
Awareness/Purpose 

 

Limited awareness of 
audience and/or purpose 

Some evidence of 
audience and/or specific 

purpose 

Focused on a purpose; 
communicates effectively.  

Establishes a purpose and 
maintains a clear focus; strong 

awareness of audience.  

Idea 
Development/Organizatio

n 
 

Minimal idea development; 
limited/ unrelated details; 

Random/ weak organization 

Unelaborated idea 
development and/or 

redundant details; Lapses 
in organization/coherence 

Depth of idea 
development supported 

by relevant details Logical, 
coherent organization 

Depth and complexity of ideas, 
supported by rich and subtle 

details; Carefully executed and 
subtle organization 

Syntax/Diction  
 

Incorrect and/or ineffective 
syntax and diction 

Simplistic and/or awkward 
syntax and diction  

Controlled and effective 
syntax and diction  

Sophisticated, subtle, and 
advanced syntax and diction 

Usage and Mechanics 
 

Errors in usage/mechanics 
interfere with comprehension 

Some errors in usage/ 
mechanics that do not 

interfere with 
comprehension 

Few errors in usage and 
mechanics relative to 
length and complexity 

Control of usage and mechanics 
that impact the nuance and 

execution of the whole piece.  

Total      

 

Judge Signature __________________________________________________________  Score: _____________ 


